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A welcome to new members
Remember if you see unfamiliar folk around please do say hello and make our new members feel welcome.
Matthew Telling
Venture Elements joining as a group member
Alan Cash
Gritstone Adventures joining as a group member
Richard Godfrey
Lost Earth Adventures joining as a group member
John Reeds
sailing a Solo or a Signet
David and Angy Bovill
on the training course
Dawn Fox-Davies
currently supporting from the side
Isaac Fox-Davies
Junior on the training course
Colin Theaker
not committed to sailing yet…
Lindsay Cordall
will be paddling canoes
Rebecca Burtt
will be paddling canoes
Harvey Cordall-Burtt
will be paddling canoes
Lucy Burton
will be paddling canoes
David Hedley
will be paddling canoes
Matthew Storey
on the training course
Will Harris
Junior will be training
Adrian Mills
On the training course as a chance to remember how to do it.
Elliott Mills
Junior will be training
Antonia Mills
Junior will be training
Richard Adams
Sails an RS Aero
Brian Dreaves
on the training course
Andrea Dreaves
on the training course
George Coop
Junior on the training course
Henry Coop
Junior on the training course
William Morbey
Junior on the training course
Sophie Morbey
Junior on the training course
Corinna Fletcher
On the training course
Alex and Angela Eckford with children Abbie and Jack

New, donated and sold boats

We have acquired two new boats for our training fleet: Initially we purchased an RS Quba from Sue
Woolley who has moved to the south coast and is now sailing on big boats and, secondly Andy Butler has
donated his GP14; many thanks Andy.
We have sold the Enterprise for £1500, the Solo for £95 and the Graduate for £50. All three have gone to
good homes who will restore and race the boats that we had stopped using. The receipts have paid for the
Quba with £400 left over for further investment in club boats.
Insurance liabilities and storage
This is just a reminder to members who keep their boats and gear at the club that you need to ensure that
all of your equipment is covered for damage that might result from fire or theft. I know that some
members have locked their boats down in addition to the tying down that we all do. There is no
requirement to do this but you may decide that it is a sensible precaution.
Please ensure that the sails and equipment that is stored in the garage is covered on your policy as
although the store is of sound construction and securely locked damage or theft could occur.
Canals and Rivers Trust

(C&RT)

We recently met with a representative of the C&RT to discuss our current lease arrangements and include
a new licence for the use of the strip of land from the new slipway to where we store road trailers on the
edge of the reservoir.
We had a very positive and friendly meeting and came to an agreement whereby we will have a licence to
use the “new land” until our lease renewal date in March 2024. The C&RT will also tidy up the current lease
to include the new slipway and our pontoon.
When our new lease is negotiated for 2024 this additional licence will be incorporated into the lease. He
also confirmed that the C&RT wanted to keep us as tenants and that we could commence formal
discussions with them at the start of 2023 so that we would be in a position to look at our membership
fees to reflect any increases in the cost of our lease for the period 2024 to 2049.
Out of interest you may like to know that the lease was set at £2000 in 1999 and is now approximately
£3000. Which works out at about a 1.7% increase each year, although the increase only occurs every 5
years.
Using club gear, spares and tools
The club has a range of dinghies available for use by members and quite a large store of spares for repairs.
It would be useful if:
You could please report damage to club boats to either Keith or Russell whether it was there already or it's
only just broken. Don't assume someone else has told us or will tell us. It would be even better if you fix it
yourself or ask another member of the club to help you.
When you use club boats, please put the equipment back in the right place, shelves are labelled to help
you find the bits you need but it also depends on you putting them back in the right place.

You use club equipment to replace a broken piece of your boat in an emergency; when you purchase the
new part please return the club’s part. This applies particularly to new parts that the club has purchased as
spares for club boats.
You could please ensure that you return all tools and equipment so that they remain available to everyone.
We have worked hard to tidy up the Bosun’s hut and make sure that tools and equipment are readily
available.
If you have any spare tools that would provide us with tools that we don’t have we would welcome their
donation. Let Russell know if you do this.
Push the Boat Out day, the “Combs SC at Home” event 18th May
On what started as a flat calm Saturday in May we held our annual Push the Boat Out open day event. To
start with there was hardly any wind but it built up to just enough to gently sail around the lake giving
pleasant boat rides to our visitors. And there were plenty of visitors; more than sixty-five were taken out
onto the water by members and many, many cakes were eaten from the galley.
There were lots of people buzzing about and toppers being rigged by children as our trainees proudly
showed their friends and I overheard comments like "this is a lovely club".

I would like to thank all those people who came long on the day to sail and show us off as an active friendly
club.
I would particularly like to thank those who helped by making cakes, placing publicity in newspapers,
cutting grass, giving boat rides, taking tickets, giving out buoyancy aids, placing signs up outside the club,
meeting and greeting visitors and all the others jobs I have forgotten to mention, making the day a
resounding success. You know who you are, thank you.
Hopefully some of these visitors will be converted into members and join the next training sessions in June.
We look forward to welcoming them soon.
“The PTBO volunteers are indeed worthy of mention and our thanks”.
Keith Muncey
Gerald Williams
Victoria Theaker

Russell Talbot
Sue Sloan
Linda Theaker

John Galloway
Richard Silson
Mike Craddock

Amanda Wild
Matthew Caunt
Paul Brereton

Louis Saunders
Peter Quayle

Also many thanks for other club members who turned up on the day to sail and help create the impression
of a happy and active club.

A calm start to the day.
Sail for Cancer
As you know we ask visitors to contribute a payment for tea and cakes as a donation
the charity “Sail for Cancer”. Our visitors contributed an amazing £175 this year.

Family Sailing

Family Fun Afternoon open to all members

This will be held on Saturday 13th July from 2pm onwards. It is an opportunity to have fun messing about
in boats with a packed afternoon of crazy races.
Last year’s event saw winds too high to raise the sails, but that didn’t curb the enthusiasm. The club
Toppers were launched with paddles and the odd pink flamingo and palm tree float were pressed into
action. Two teams then competed in a number of wacky challenges, getting thoroughly soaked, totally
exhausted and having a whale of a time.

We now have a growing number of family members and plans are underway to make it even better this
year. We intend to follow the water borne activities with a Swallows and Amazons themed fancy dress
boat competition, BBQ and overnight camp out.
The club BBQ will be available for you to cook up your own supper and all the facilities at the club will stay
open overnight. Unfortunately, we can’t have an open fire but there is loads of room for tents.
If this is a success, then more evening events during the summer holidays can be planned. Input and ideas
are always welcome.
Sail Training
Sail training has taken a different form this year and has been broken down into two parts. The 5 sessions
of Sail training part one will have finished before you read this and have been a great success, seeing our
12 younger and (slightly) older trainees making excellent progress.
We’ve been blessed with near-perfect sailing weather for beginners, and were saved the one blowy
weekend by the intervention of the High Peak Regatta that was itself cancelled due to the high wind.
Sail training part two is being trialled this year as the incentive for new members picked up from PTBO to
get training as soon after the event as possible. It was clear that we were losing potential members by not
being able to offer any training until the following year’s sessions and we hope that this will prove a
solution and success. Depending on the level of interest, we shall probably be able to also offer sessions for
those from Training One, wishing to gain more experience/instruction. There will be a general email about
this shortly.
Can you help with the training?

Please read this.

The training programme depends entirely on club members giving their time. Offering training is really
important to the continued success of Combs and as things stand, we shall really be struggling to put on
Sail Training 2.
Please can you give some very serious thought to offering help?
This doesn’t have to be a great commitment; we need just some of you to think about being a sail trainer,
using your experience and knowledge to train beginners.
•

Being a helper, taking out new sailors in two man boats; giving advice from one of the RIBs; helping
with land-based theory

•

Just lending a hand, getting equipment ready, helping trainees rig their boats, launching, putting
stuff away

As to timing, Sail Training 2 takes place on consecutive Saturdays from 15th June to 6th July, and then on
the 20th July, help being needed from 12.00 to 16.00 latest.
Just let me know what you feel you would do and on roughly how many occasions. I could then put a roster
together, spreading the workload evenly and giving the opportunity for you to then choose dates or do
swaps, as per the usual calendar.
Please help me make a success of training. Rob Rawlinson, Sail Training Coordinator

5, 4, 1, Go
The season’s racing is already well under way at Combs. We were supposed to start with the H series on
Sunday 10 March but the weather had other ideas so the series took place over the three following
Sundays. Special mention should go to Rick Whitehouse, Victoria Theaker and Kevin Belford who braved
the cold water on the first day.
The series was dominated by Rick and Kevin, but Kevin triumphed as Rick couldn’t make it on the last day.
Turnout improved as we went on going from 3 to 5 to 10 on the last day. A special mention goes to Clive
Howland who capsized in the first race on the last day and injured his ribs so wasn’t able to take part in the
next two races.
Eleven boats turned out for the first Wednesday evening racing on 3 April with Tom Burscough finishing
3rd and 2nd on the water but winning both races on handicap.
The 7th and 10th April saw the first two pursuit races of the year. In pursuit races the handicaps are
calculated first and the start is staggered. That means the slowest boats start first and the fastest boats
have to pursue them. Novice racers benefit from personal handicaps. Sixteen boats took part in the Spring
Pursuit and Tom Burscough and Mark Hesketh took a first and a second each in the two races. Overall
victory went to Tom as he won the second race. Mark Hesketh made sure of the result in the Bobrykowski
Trophy by winning both races in a field of 14.
The Spring Points or A series started on 14 April and will finish on 16 June. The current leader is Louis
Saunders with 7 wins and two second places having discarded his 3 worst results. So far 28 people have
taken part.
The Wednesday Handicap and Wednesday Summer series are also well under way. Louis Saunders is
leading the Wednesday handicap and discarding first places. He is only marginally less dominant in the
Wednesday Summer series with 4 wins and a third place counted. Welcome to new member John Reeds
who took part in his first frustrating race at Combs.
The Dennis Troop trophy took place on 21 April. Handicap trophies normally involve 4 races which is why
they start at 12 noon. After three races it was between Kevin Belford and Russell Talbot with victory going
to Russell as Kevin didn’t take part in the last race. May 19th saw the first Sprint Event of the year, with 9
very short races and 15 participants. The top six places all won races. Russell Talbot won 3, Kate Fox-Davies
2, and Victoria Theaker, Paul Rodman, Chris Woolley and Mike Craddock one each. Special congratulations
to Paul for his first race win at Combs.
Finally, bringing us up to date, a blustery 26 May saw the Tony Wilson Memorial Trophy and a Lifeboat
Pennant. The Tony Wilson Memorial Trophy is for Lasers and with only one Laser a select field of 6 all
competed for the Lifeboat Pennant. Kate Fox-Davies took the honours with two wins and a second place
eliminating the need for a fourth race to the relief of most competitors.
More interesting facts you may knot have known
What’s the King of knots?
The answer’s a bowline, because of its importance. An ancient and simple knot used to form a fixed “eye”
at the end of a rope. It has the virtues of being both easy to tie and untie; most notably after being
subjected to a load. But be aware, it has a tendency to work loose when not under load and to slip when
pulled sideways.

The name has an earlier meaning, from the age of sail (no kidding) when square-rigged ships used bow line
as the term for the rope that held the edge of a square sail towards the bow of the ship. A ship is said to be
on a “taut bowline” when these lines are made as taut as possible so as to sail close-hauled.
But most interesting of all is that a bowline was discovered on the rigging of the Ancient Egyptian Pharaoh
Khufu’s ship, during excavation in 1954. There is a rumour that Mike tied that one.

Next newsletter….. Interesting facts about yachting trophies.

Green Bin
We have recently removed the green bin from the clubhouse as it wasn’t being used for recyclable waste.
However I do feel that it is worth another try however please ensure that only:
PAPER & CARD, PLASTIC, CANS & GLASS are placed inside.
But NO: FOOD, PLASTIC FILM OR BAGS &GENERAL WASTE
Hopefully it will work this time as it is important that we try to recycle effectively
Security
There have been a couple of instances recently where we have been a little
casual about security; please could you remember to:
•

Turn the tumblers on the padlock to the safe when locking up

•

Lock the keyed handle on the garage sail store, not just the barrel that
goes into the floor

Pontoon Goose Scarer
We have placed some rope with plastic disks and will be soon adding some brightly coloured kite tails to
attempt to keep the geese off of the pontoon; well what we really want to do is to stop them using it as a
toilet!
These lines can obviously be removed for sailing but need to be replaced at the end of the session; could I
ask that if anyone notices that they are not replaced to please re-attach the lines and also particularly ask
safety boat drivers if they could add it to their duty once the rib is put away.
We need to win this battle if at all possible.
Grass Cutting
We have purchased a new lawn mower which should be an
encouragement for everyone to cut the grass around your boat
more regularly. It works slightly differently from our old mower
and as such please don’t use it until you have received instruction
from someone who knows; in the first instance that will either be
Keith or Russell.
The manual will be kept in the Bosun’s hut as well as a check list
for use; please ensure that you read this before use.
We have found that if the mower is left out after use in a prominent position outside the club house it is
more likely to be used again. However if you are the last one do put it away.
Our old mower needs a new home. Its main problem is that the deck is rusted through but we think that
the motor has a few years in it yet. So why not make us an offer that we can’t refuse… Contact either
myself or Russell.
Family Sailing
Family sailing starts on Saturday July 27th
and goes through on every Saturday until
August 31st. Plus there are two sessions in
September on the 14th and 28th
The Safety Boat support is available
between 14.00 and 17.00.
This is a great opportunity to sail and play
in a very relaxed environment with
friends and members. You can also bring
along guests and tempt them to try our
wonderful sport.

All of these dates are available on the club website:
http://www.combssailingclub.co.uk/calendar/calendar.php

Bronze fleet and junior racing
The sailing committee is keen to encourage our least experienced and junior sailors to race on Sunday
afternoons. We are going to experiment with having a second start after the main fleet has left the start
line which will mean that the start line is less crowded and advice and support can be given with a pre-race
briefing from the Officer of the Day and from the safety boat on the water.
So why not give this a try. We will start on Sunday June 30th and continue through the season provided we
have enough members to participate.
And juniors don’t forget that there is a trophy event on Saturday afternoon June 23rd just for juniors; you
just have to be there there’s a trophy to be won! It’s called the “Shuttle Trophy”.
Sunday morning race training
We have extra sessions for race training on the following dates; each session starts at 10.00 and finishes
for 12.30: June 16, 23 and 30, July 7
This session will cover starting and mark rounding and will be useful for members hoping to start racing
and those who are racing and would like some extra guidance.
We have a safety boat and trainers available so do please use the opportunity even if it’s just to have a
couple of hours sailing.
There is a tremendous video found by Derek on race training and advice which can be found on You Tube.
I do recommend that all racers take a look:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hmxfgki3Y2g

Annual celebration and prize giving
Just a reminder of the date for your diaries: Saturday November 23rd 2019, 7.30 at the British Legion Hall in Poynton.
Also our AGM is on Monday December 9th 7.30 at the Mechanics Institute Whaley Bridge.
Derbyshire Youth Sailing
Combs hosted the latest race in the touring season on Saturday June 8th.
Fifteen sailors, including four from Combs and thirteen boats took to the water for the 2019 Combs DYS.
There was a good atmosphere, and the race was enjoyed by those who attended despite the unseasonal cold and
rainy weather. The wind was at its worst just as the first race started when squalls came and the rescue boats were
kept very busy for a while with four retirements.
The wind settled a little for the second and third races where the more experienced sailors carried on sailing and
showed their mettle in the strong winds with capsizes changing places in the field.
In a close run competition Victoria was second overall to Emma Robertson from Swarkestone also sailing a Byte with
the last lap of the last race deciding this result.
Thanks are due to Peter Gardner and Harry Mayo for running the race, Linda Theaker and Jenny in the Galley, Gerald
for help as visitors arrived, and especially John Galloway, Richard Silson, Norman and Paul Rodman and visitors who
operated the powerboats.
Some really exciting and challenging conditions for all sailors…It was reported that the Optimists were seen to plane!

The Optimists flying along

Sam Rodman trying out his freestyle moves

Keen racing between the Bytes
Club Clothing
I’m sure that you’ve noticed members wearing fleece jackets, hoodies and sweat shirts.
Do have a look at what we can purchase and place an order by the end of June. I recommend the fleece
which is warm and comfortable and a talking point when I am out and about.
It combo’s nicely with a pair of linen shorts and loafers (!!!) There’s a taster of the hoodie and T-shirt lines
here and the order form follows.
Details can also be found on the club notice board where we’ve placed some examples of what is available.

USE THIS PAGE TO ORDER FRONT LOGO ONLY.
To order club clothing with only the front logo from the list below please complete the form below.
Orders will be placed on a rolling basis when the minimum limit of 4 items is reached.

The front club logo

(No rear print)

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE NO

ITEM

HOODIE

JUNIOR
T SHIRT

ADULT
T SHIRT

POLO
SHIRT

SWEAT
SHIRT

RUGBY
SHIRT

FLEECE
F
M

CODE

WPH

J180B

J180M

WJ599M

W7620M

FR100

8700F
8700M

PRICE

£24.90

£6.80

£9.30

£15.95

£16.75

£20.15

£22.00

SIZE
COLOUR
QUANTITY

TOTAL

COST

Email your order form to Jenny Hesketh with confirmation of payment by bank by transfer to Combs
Sailing Club (same details as for paying subs)
or
Enclose it in a sealed envelope with cash or cheque made payable to “Combs Sailing Club” and return to
Combs Sailing Club or post to:
Jenny Hesketh, Kinrara, Macclesfield Road, Whaley Bridge, SK2 7DR

USE THIS PAGE TO ORDER FRONT LOGO AND REAR PRINT.
To order club clothing with the front logo and the rear print from the list below please complete the
form below. Orders will be placed on a rolling basis when the minimum limit of 4 items is reached.

The front club logo

The rear print

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE NO

ITEM

HOODIE

JUNIOR
T SHIRT

ADULT
T SHIRT

POLO
SHIRT

SWEAT
SHIRT

RUGBY
SHIRT

CODE

WPH

J180B

J180M

WJ599M

W7620M

FR100

PRICE

£27.40

£9.30

£11.80

£18.45

£19.25

£22.65

SIZE
COLOUR
QUANTITY

TOTAL

COST

Email your order form to Jenny Hesketh with confirmation of payment by bank by transfer to Combs
Sailing Club (same details as for paying subs) or:
Enclose it in a sealed envelope with cash or a cheque made payable to “Combs Sailing Club” and return
to Combs Sailing Club or post to:
Jenny Hesketh, Kinrara, Macclesfield Road, Whaley Bridge, SK2 7D

